Background and Research Objectives
Since the first report of the south polar 'ozone hole', field observations and laboratory measurements have established that heterogeneous (gas/surface) reactions on polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) particles activate gas phase chemical reactions and sedimentation processes that are directly responsible for north and south polar ozone depletion. In a complex stratospheric meteorology of variable relative humidity and reagent pressure, these reactions will be coupled in a complex manner by the surface concentration of the reagents and products.
Furthermore, the quantitative nature of the coupling will depend on the classical kinetic mechanism of reaction, either Eley-Rideal, involving one adsorbed and one gas phase reagent, or Lanmuir-Hinschelwood, involving two adsorbed reagents. These reactions proceed on particulate ice in the stratosphere and serve to activate the C12 as a gas phase product which subsequently attacks ozone, or to sequester ozone restoring NOX and remove it from the stratosphere via sedimentation as HN03. These reactions are believed to contribute significantly to the overall ozone depletion mechanism, particularly in the very cold polar winter, where conditions are prepared for the 'ozone hole' events that accompany sunrise and subsequent photochemistry in the polar spring.
The hypothesis that heterogeneous chemistry on polar stratospheric clouds activates chlorine catalyzed ozone destruction [l] inspired considerable interest in the interaction of HCI with ice following the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole. Fast reaction of HC1 with C10N02, R1, on laboratory ice surfaces [273] produces photolabile C12, via interaction of surface deposited HC1 and C10N02 vapors. The detailed physiochemical mechanism [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] explaining experimentally observed HC1 coverage [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] on ice has proven elusive. Difficulties in adequately simulating stratospheric temperatures and pressures, as well as considerable uncertainties in characterizing ice substrates, have led to uncertainties in the measured uptake of HC1 by ice of fully two orders of magnitude. Thus, despite the importance of reaction with what is believed to be adsorbed HC1, there is no experimental consensus or physical model for the uptake of this species under stratospheric conditions.
The experiments on HC1 reported here remedy both of these shortcomings. We present vapor pressure measurements of HC1 adsorption onto well-characterized, porous, polycrystalline H20 ice films of measured surface area at three temperatures over the range The model is based on the reaction of gas phase CIONOZ and NZ05 with surface adsorbed water via an Eley-Rideal mechanism. The fraction of the hydrate surface covered by water as a function of the water activity is determined from Brunnauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) multilayer adsorption theory. The model parameters are AQ, the difference between the energy of adsorption of a water molecule on the acid hydrate surface or on another adsorbed water layer, and yo, the reaction probability over pure ice, which has been measured in several laboratories for these reactions. For water adsorption on nitric acid trihydrate (NAT), we measured AQ directly using second harmonic generation. In this work, we have modeled the full suite of reaction probability measurements for CIONOZ and NZ05 hydrolysis from many Observed pHCl and SHG intensity are plotted versus moles of HC1 introduced over the ice in Figure 1a for three ice samples with varying total surface areas. P~O (not shown in Figure   1 ) was virtually constant at the ice vapor pressure during submonolayer adsorption. In all three cases, pHCl initially rises, then plateaus and finally rises sharply, the latter being nearly coincident with a sharp rise in the SHG signals. In Figure lb , the x-axis has been recast as surface coverage by dividing HC1 moles by the measured surface area of each sample. The The dependence of pHCl on HC1 coverage (and its dependence on temperature) can be 5 explained by a Langmuir's isotherm modified to include lateral interactions through the Bragg-'24] We assume full dissociation on the surface, HC1 u H+ + Cl-, Williams approximation .
with an equilibrium between unassociated ions adsorbed on distinct sites and associated ions occupying the same site. The resulting pressure isotherm is given by
where P = HC1 pressure, m = HCI mass, k = Boltzman's constant, T = temperature, and h = Planck's constant. The coverage of the associated and unassociated ionic species is 6* and 28U respectively, with U=20U/(Ou + e~), @=eA/(eU+ EIA), and@x+fl. The low coverage limit of the isotherm is thus P =(2mnkT) 3'2 ('kT/h3) 
The experimental observable is the loss of HC1 to the surface, (3,which is calculated as the ratio of the measured uptake, in HC1 molecules/cm2 ( Fig. 2) and an adsorption site density, pO, in sites/cm2. The adsorption energy varies between 2 Mu and MA + E, in the limit of low and high coverage, respectively. The dashed curves in Fig. 2a and 2b show the least squares fit of Eq. 1 to the data via simultaneous optimization of~u, MA, E,~, @Aand pO (Table 1) liquid has covered the geometric surface of the sample, isolating the vapor from the ice substrate19. After reaching a maximum, the pHCl dropped promptly below our detection limit, simultaneous with the rise in SHG intensity (as in Figure 1a ) indicated by the asterisk on the figure. Both of these effects indicate a crystalline hydrate (with low pHCl) formed. The solid phase was identified as HC1 hexahydrate during heating of the sample to 225K. Observed pressures (after rising above detection limits at 189K, plotted as squares) followed the hexahydrate/ice coexistence line until melting at 202K, whereupon the SHG signal disappeared, and the liquid/ice coexistence line thereafter.
As modeled in Eq. 1, adsorbed HCI shifts from the solution-like to the hydrate-like state in the plateau region of the 180 K isotherm, where HC1 surface density increases from -0.2 to saturated monolayer coverage (see Figure lb) . The free energy of the system is minimized by the equilibrium between these two surface states. The success of this simple two-phase thermodynamic model argues that the HC1-F$,O surface structure is labile enough to reorient into configurations similar to those found in bulk systems. We observe no evidence for quasiliquid formation at submonolayer coverage.
The hydrate-like adsorption state described here for low coverage HC1 adsorption on ice ( Figure 3 ) is consistent with recent calculations [25] , where HC1 interacted with both prism and basal faces of hexagonal ice through dissociation and formation of a contact ion pair (CIP).
Indeed the average free energy of CIP formation for the 14 interaction configurations studied was 32.3 kJ/mole, in good agreement with the ensemble average value of AHA = 30.8 kJ/mole measured here. Those authors also concluded that the formation of a quasi-liquid4 is not necessary for dissociative uptake. Our measurements thus appear to close much of the gap between experiment and calculation. Calculations need to be extended to include HC1-HC1
interactions at high coverage, ideally at a level of theory sufficient to model bulk phase thermodynamics. Surface spectroscopic experiments designed to identifi the adsorbed states would fill out the picture.
Our experimental approach is unique in two important respects. First, by systematically varying (and characterizing) the ice sample area, we have shown that HC1 pressure depends on HC1 surface density, not sample area ( Figure 2 ). This is shown most clearly by the constant monolayer saturation density of HC1 on three ices of varying total surface area ( Figure 1 ).
Second, vapor/solid equilibrium was continuously monitored. At slow HC1 introduction rates pH20 closely tracked equilibrium Ih ice pressures, pHCl was reproducible within -30%, and, subsequent to monolayer HC1 uptake both pressures obey the equilibrium HC~O phase diagram ( Figure 4 ). To our knowledge, this is the only study in which HC1 vapor/solid equilibrium has been so precisely maintained and monitored. Thus we believe the differences between the isotherms observed here and those previously reported can be largely explained by differences in experimental approach.
The other important point of this work is the correlation of the interracial and bulk thermodynamic states derived from the adsorption model ( Figures 3 and 4 ). This contrasts with higher HC1 uptake at lower pressures reported in other studies (Figure 2 ), which implies higher adsorption energies at higher interracial concentrations. This would appear to contradict bulk HC@O thermodynamics where heats of solution and sublimation increase with dilution in bulk HCIL&O mixtures. Our observation of low HCI coverage on ice and NAT under stratospheric conditions is in agreement with several previous studies 's2627],but not with heterogeneous reaction mechanisms that invoke high HC1 surface concentration 1.
Given the high reaction probability of CIONOZ and HC1 vapor in the presence of an ice or NAT surface observed in many laboratories, an alternative mechanism of adsorption and The model of stratospheric hydrolysis is based on the Eley-Rideal mechanism. The EleyRideal mechanism is characterized by reaction of a gas phase molecule, either CIONOZ or N20~in this application, with a surface adsorbed H20 molecule upon collision. The reaction rate is proportional to the surface collision rate of the gaseous species,
where n is the number of reactive collisions through surface area A, z is the total number of collisions, 81 is the fraction of A occupied by reagent and y. is the probability of reaction upon collision. The measured reaction probability is the ratio of reactive to total collisions, or fn fz --"y=yoel fA ft/ fA ft (5) To first order, there is no explicit dependence of the reaction probability on area or gaseous reagent pressure. The reaction probability, yo, is simply that measured over pure ice and @l is the coverage of the ice hydrate surface by H20.
We model the coverage of the surface by H20 using the classic BET isotherm. In the BET isotherm the adsorbing species is treated as two systems: the ensemble of adsorbing molecules on the surface, interacting via the surface adsorption energy Qs, and the subsequent layers formed by adsorption onto this layer. These successive layers are modeled as the analogous bulk phase and inter-layer interaction occurs via the bulk adsorption energy, Qa.
The total uptake of a gaseous species by a surface is then calculated as a function of the From combination of Eqs. 5 and 7 the reaction probability may be expressed as a function of the activity as
The reaction probability, y, as a function of the fractional relative humidity (activity, x), measured in several laboratories is shown in Figure 5 . [301and open circles, triangles, '31] respectively. This data set ( Figures 5 and 6 ) represents all the reported data that we are aware of for which we could reliably determine the H20 activity dependence.
The reaction probability dependence on activity and temperature shown in Figures 5 and   6 maybe calculated from Eq 8. The parameters necessary for the calculation of the three curves are the reaction probability on pure ice, yO,for C10N02 and N205, and the adsorption 10 energy difference, AQ, for H20 adsorption on NAT, SAT and SAM.
The five parameters of the model were optimized as follows. The reaction probability of N20~on pure ice was held at the average from the literature, yO(N20~) = 0.019. The other four parameters, AQ(NAT), AQ(SAT), AQ(SAM) and 70(C10N02), were allowed to vary in a calculation of y from Eq. 8 for each point in the entire data set of Figures 5 and 6 . The parameters were optimized by least squares minimization of the reaction probability as,
2 -00010. The optimized parameters for the model are shown in Table II . with a resulting~-.
This broader optimization procedure results in values of yO(C10N02) and AQ(SAT) which 26 The resulting value of CION02 are only slightly different than reported previously. reactivity on ice is yO(C10N02) = 0.008. Figures 5 and 6 are the result of calculations of y as a function of activity and temperature from Eq. 8 using the parameters of Table II . The agreement between the calculations and laboratory data is excellent, given the difficulties in these experiments, encompassing both the quantitative values of y and the trends of dependence on activity and temperature. It is important to note that for the calculation of y for R2a on NAT, Figure 5 (open squares), the model is entirely constrained by data. heterogeneous reactivity in semi-volatile molecular systems is in this sense been even more primitive than implied above, as few physical mechanisms of interaction with the surface have been identified which could provide the physical theory of interaction analogous to the kinetic theory of gases. Thework presented inthisrepoti represents the first atiemptto formulate a general, physical model of interaction of gas phase reagent species with the semivolatile ice surfaces which characterize the lower stratosphere, combined with classic kinetic models of reaction which will provide a sound mechanistic understanding of upper atmospheric heterogeneous chemistry.
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[19] The pressures in Fig. lb do not exactly overlap due to the difficulty in achieving equilibrium between the gas phase and surface area within the film. A lack of equilibration with the surface is manifest as a pressure higher than that at equilibrium, as a time lag is introduced for HC1 diffusion into the sample. This is most apparent in iii, which is the largest area ice and the highest dosing rate. Intermediate behavior is seen in ii. The smallest sample with slow dosing rate, i, demonstrates an equilibrium pressure dependence. This was confirmed by stopping the HC1 flow at points along the isotherm and confirming that the HC1 pressure remained constant over the ice. Additionally, for HC1 coverages greater than a monolayer,~0 pressure tended to drop below ice equilibrium even at low HC1 introduction rates, as liquid or solid HC1 phases began to nucleate and cover the top layer of the ice film. Table II. 16 Table I . Parameterization of Eq. (l). All energies in kJ/mole. 
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